The Great Tsunami

Judgment 2021

Trigger for World War 3!
What Masonic architect knew to place this
future judgment event of a Great Tsunami
for New York City atop this “prophetic pillar”
found at the Saint John the Divine Cathedral?

The Great Tsunami to wreck America’s East Coast
will cause US Pres. Trump to NUKE North Korea off
the map triggering WW3 come this September
2020! The prophecies of doom given thousands of
years ago will affect every corner of the globe. We
just entered the final “7-year Tribulation” period
to consist of disastrous global events as the
judgments Seals of The Book of Revelation are
unsealed by the Lamb of YHWH in heaven!
How do we know September 2021? Because
the Hebrew “Sabbatical Year” just came to an end
in September of 2019, and then the FINAL 7-year
countdown began until the long-awaited return of
Messiah! For your deliverance, download our
FREE eBook: THE BRIDEGROOM RETURNS 2026!

“The sea has come upon Babylon (NYC).
She is covered with its tumultuous waves!”
Yeremyah 51:42

PROPHETIC SYMBOLISM
“Tsunami” is a Japanese word with the English
translation: harbor wave; tsunamis were referred
to as: tidal waves or seismic sea waves. A tsunami
is a series of ocean waves with very long wavelengths (typically hundreds of miles) caused by
large-scale disturbances deep within the ocean:
• earthquakes
• landslide
• volcanic eruptions
• meteorites
• underwater explosions
These disturbances can either
be from below (e.g. underwater earthquakes with large
vertical displacements, subma
rine landslides, nuclear detonations) or from above being
space-based meteorites.
“For nation will rise against nation, and kingdom
against kingdom. There will be earthquakes in
various places; there will be famines. These are
but the beginning of the BIRTH PAINS.” Mark 13:8
Typically, at the beginning of the birthing process, the amniotic sac which houses the baby in
the womb must burst or “break”. After 280 days
of gestation, mothers naturally go into labor or
“birth pains” in order to deliver their child. The
child will drop and get into position within the
birth canal for delivery, but only AFTER a massive
water event has occurred…NOTICE the prophecy.
A MOTHER’S “WATER” MUST FIRST BREAK!
The prophecy in Mark 13 above are the words
of Yahsha the Messiah – the Lamb of Yahweh. He
said World War 3, etc. is the “beginning of the
BIRTH PAINS” – implying a massive WATER event
must occur just PRIOR to the global calamities of
verse 8! The “birth pangs” of “Jacob’s Trouble”
(Jer. 30:7 - The Great Tribulation) cannot begin
until her WATER breaks. It symbolizes the coming
birth of Lucifer’s “Novus Ordo Seclorum” the New
World Order. This Illuminati Tsunami is planned,
just as the 9-11-01 Terror on NYC that opened
Revelation’s FIRST SEAL (see Dan.11:40) To Freemasons, NYC is the keystone to the USA’s demise.

“For as it were the days of Noah, so will be the
coming (judgments) of the Son of Man. For as in
those days before the flood they were eating and
drinking, marrying and giving in marriage, until
the day when Noah entered the ark, and they
were unaware until the flood came and swept
them ALL away, so will be the coming
(judgments) of the Son of Man ”
Matthew 24:37-39
Massive destruction and loss of life must be coming if it is compared to Noah’s Flood! The Savior,
once again, in his prophetic warnings to those
living in the Last Days, makes a direct reference
to another judgment by WATER event which will
catch most people unawares…yes, for those who
are asleep and not watching the signs! He said,
“But take heed to yourselves …and that
(judgment) day come on you unexpectedly. For it
will come as a trap on all those who dwell on the
face of the whole earth. Watch therefore, and
pray always that you may be counted worthy to
escape all these things that will come to pass, and
to stand before the Son of Man.” Luke 21:34-36
“Everyone who hears these words of mine & does
not do them is like a foolish man who built his
house on sand. The rain fell, and the floods came,
& the winds blew and beat against that house
and… great was the FALL of it.” Matt.7:26-27
“HARBINGER” SIGNS
Harbinger – a person or thing (ie. signs) that
announce or signal the approach of another, ie.
Heavenly or earthly signs signaling the approach
of impending doom for sin or other judgments…
The 2017 coast to
coast total solar
eclipse that cut
across the USA
from Oregon to
South Carolina will
be remembered as the
Harbinger sign to World War 3 - the Second Seal
of Revelation 6:4! “It was on this day exactly 103
years ago (1914) that Europe had its Harbinger
Eclipse too which cut across Europe. It was
dubbed, The World War 1 eclipse” (Wikipedia).

TSUNAMI MOVIES
There have been numerous movies depicting
judgment upon America
and the world with great
tsunamis striking the East
Coast, and NYC especially,
such as: Deep Impact
(1998), The Day After
Tomorrow (2004), and
2012. Other movies
designed with tsunami “predictive programming”
have been Poseidon (2006), Killer Wave (2007)
Tidal Wave (2009) & more. “Predictive Programming” is a tactic used by the Masonic Illuminati
for revealing their plans of societal change (thru
destruction) prior to their “tragedy” or “terror”.
MOVIE: Evan Almighty
Another 2007 movie &
predictive programming?
U.S. congressman Evan
Baxter relocates his family
from Buffalo NY to north
Virginia. God (Morgan
Freeman) reveals to him
that a devastating flood is
coming and the planet is
about to be cleansed once
again. Within this movie, we are told to be prepared by the exact date of “September 22”!
TSUNAMI WEATHER

Also, signs in nature are appearing all around us!
Even in the clouds, tsunami-like formations have

appeared at the coastlines. What shapes do you
see formed here? Is this a natural occurrence or
another harbinger of what is surely to come?
TSUNAMI DREAMS (Job 33:14-18; Joel 2:28)
Out of all the dreams posted of heaven’s judgment upon sinful America on Youtube.com, a
massive 300 foot tsunami striking the East Coast,
specifically, has the most reports. Fulfilling Joel
2:28, people of all ages, males, females, mothers,
dads, teenagers, elderly, believers & unbelievers,
even 3-yr olds are having multiple terrifying lucid
tsunami dreams! People are warned to flee the
East Coast - from Maine all the way south to
Florida, which most say will be entirely underwater. When it arrives, this Mega-tsunami will go
inland all the way to the Appalachians! The death
toll is reported to be 22 million! Watch yourself
at Youtube.com & type: “tsunami dreams nyc”.
TSUNAMI WEAPON - “THE POSEIDON”

From the PopularMechanics.com website
article by David Hambling, “The Truth Behind
Russia’s Apocalypse Torpedo”. . . .
Poseidon is Putin’s showpiece. First revealed in
2015, this nuclear-powered autonomous underwater drone—one of Russia's next-generation
nuclear weapons —is nicknamed the "Tsunami
Apocalypse Torpedo" for its multi-megaton nuclear warhead that creates CITY-smashing waves!
Powered by a miniature nuclear reactor, the
apocalypse torpedo also has effectively unlimited
range. Unlike an ICBM or one of Putin's new hypersonic missiles, it would take Poseidon hours to
reach its target. On the other hand, it would bypass current NATO missile defenses. Because of
this, Poseidon, at least according to Russians— is
unstoppable! It has a yield of 100 megatons, (and
is detonated thousands of feet below the surface). The idea is that this explosion could produce a giant tsunami far offshore, meaning the
Poseidon would not even need to get close to the
target destroying coastal cities from long range.
“…it’s the calm before the storm”
US President Donald Trump, October 2017

COMMUNIST MURAL DISPLAYS TSUNAMI NYC
New York City -------------------->>

Q: Why would former US Pres. Bill Clinton (known
Communist sympathizer) and his 2009 delegation
have their picture taken with North Korea’s Communist dictator--Kim Jong-IL in front of a massive
mural depicting NYC being destroyed by multiple
tsunamis? Is this the future the N.W.O. planned
long ago? Here is
another similar NK
mural depicting the
NYC ------>
same type of mass
destruction!
One must seriously consider: was
the 2011 tsunami
that crippled Fukushima, Japan and its nuclear
reactor complex a trial run of the Communist
weapon – the Poseidon – upon their enemies?
Not widely reported,
but north of Fukushima
nuclear facility, at the
same time, Miyako City,
Japan was hit by a 128
foot tall tsunami.
The scene at left is not
real but is a terrifying
CGI-portrayal of what is
prophesied to arrive
upon America’s East
Coast in the year 2020!
"Surely Yahweh does
nothing, unless He (first)
reveals His secret to His
servants the prophets"
Amos 3:7 (Ps.32:6)

TSUNAMI TERROR PROPHESIED ON U$ MONEY

Everyone who has researched the truth behind
the Inside Job of the 9-11 Terror, is aware of how
Illuminati Freemasons encoded warnings of their
terror plans upon NYC on the backside of the US
$20 bill (9+11= 20). It appears “they” have ALSO
included the coming Mega-tsunami upon NYC on
the back of both the US $10 and the US $100 bills,
as well!
Behold… the TAIL
fins of the Tsunami
torpedo weapon on
the US $100 bill w/
Radioactive burst…
Behold…the opposing fold below shows a tsunami flooding NYC! The movie scene (at left) is
from the 2004 movie: The Day After Tomorrow.

Behold… the
US $10 bill shows a
nuclear blast in the
sky above a tsunami
wave pouring over
a high rise building!
Q: Could this be the
UN building in NYC?
A MUST watch video on this “revelation” is here:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=qL4XnrqvLGQ

Q: What could be the main target of any NYC
Tsunami besides the blasphemous “One World
Freedom Tower” which stands on bloody soil?

Answer: The UNITED NATIONS high-rise building
located in Manhattan, NYC! This coming judgment signals heaven’s wrath upon the nations of
the latter days who have “consulted together” in
opposition to the will of YHWH (Ps.2:1-5), just as
Nimrod (the very first Freemason) UNITED the
nations in the vanity of human pride at the Tower
of Babel (ie. Babylon) after the Great Flood of
Noah! (Genesis 11:4) Yes, the UN Building in NYC
is the revived “Tower of Babel” in these last days!
“They will stand far off, in fear of her torment,
and say, “Alas! Alas! You great city, you mighty
city, (NYC) Babylon! For in a SINGLE HOUR
your (Tsunami) Judgment has come.”
Revelation 18:10
THE US PRESIDENT TO
UNLEASH FIRE & FURY!
The destruction upon
the USA by the MegaTsunami will be blamed upon Communist North
Korean dictator Kim Jong-Un, who will then feel
the nuclear “fire and fury” which Trump promised
on Sept. 19, 2017. Said before the United Nations
“we (the USA) will have no choice but to
completely destroy North Korea!”
This “annihilation” of the American East Coast will
trigger World War 3 unleashing Great Tribulation!
“only a remnant will be saved”
Romans 9:27
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